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How will climate change 
affect the Basin?
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2Our winding course

• The Basin 

• Climate drivers
• Observed, projected 

changes in:
a) climate
b) snow/glaciers
c) streamflow 
d) ecosystems 

R. Atkeson, 1941



3The Columbia River Basin

• Shared resource
– 4th largest river in NA 
– 35% of flows originate in Canada

Current population:
155,000 Canada

5,000,000 US

• Diverse economy and varied natural 
resources  

• Water management and energy 
[1964 Treaty ]
– Flood control  
– Hydro power generation 

• BC [21,000 GW 48% of BC’s total]
• US [29,000 GW 44% of US total] 

U.S. Army 
Corp of Engineers
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Mt. Sir Donald and the Illecillewaet Glacier: MLP 2011
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Mt. Sir Donald and the Illecillewaet Glacier: A. O. Wheeler, 1901
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5Indigenous people matter  



6A dynamic landscape



7Climate change in the Basin

Modified from 
Zoï Env. Network

1,000 m 

2,000 m 

3000 m 

Elevation 



8Change with major implications

Nat. Climate 
Assessment 
Report, 2018



9Our world has warmed

GISS data 



10We know why



11It will continue to change

IPCC, 2019IPCC, 2019 IPCC, 2019



12End of century climate change

IPCC AR5



13Regional climate simulations [4 km]

Liu et al., 2016



14Seasonal temperature change 
Werner et al., 2019, PCIC

Summer Winter



15Season precipitation change

Summer Winter

Werner et al., 2019, PCIC



16Increase in extreme ppt. events 
Li et al., 2019



17Winter snowpack WNA

Fyfe et al., 2017

Up to 60% loss in near term

Mote et al., 2018



18Rain on snow events 
Musselman et al., 2018

(2071-2100) – (2000-2013)



19Glaciers in the basin matter

• About 1,750 km2 of ice today

• Cool, plentiful water when winter 
snow has been depleted.

• 20% reduction since mid 1980s

• Lost about 11.34 km3 of water over 
last 18 years 

(75% Kinbasket Reservoir’s volume)



20Future changes in glacier runoff

Clarke et al., 2015



21Glaciers will continue to shrink

Huss and Hock, 2018
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CBT

Changes in snowpack, runoff, and ecosystems 
in the Columbia River Basin
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New Climate Impacts Science: Columba River Basin

Climate and Hydrology Datasets for RMJOC II Long-term Planning Studies
NorWest: Stream Temperature Modeling, Dan Isaak, USFS RM
Wildfire modeling studies, including attribution to climate change 

https://www.hydro.washington.edu/CRCC/ https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/NorWeST.html
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Declining April 1st Snow Water Equivalent

Source: Climate and Hydrology Datasets for RMJOC II
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Increases in Annual and Winter Streamflow, 
Decreases in Summer

Source: Climate and Hydrology Datasets for RMJOC II



26Unregulated streamflow at The Dalles, OR

RCP 4.5
low scenario

RCP 8.5
high scenario

Source: Climate and Hydrology Datasets for RMJOC II

Historical

Historical
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Continued Increases in Stream Temperature
1993 - 20112040s2080s
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The number of large fires, area burned, and fire season 
length in the Northwest increased from 1973 to 2012,

and this is partially attributed to climate change.

Source: Westerling 2016, Abatzoglou and Williams 2016.
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Continued increases in wildfire extent and season length
Percentage increase in area burned for the 2040s, 
relative to 1980-2006

During the drought of 
2015, Washington had 
the worse fire season on 
record with over 1 million 
acres burned and $US 
253 million spent on fire 
suppression. 

Source: Mote et al. 2014, Analysis Littell et al. 2010
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Continued Declines in Forest Health

Following the drought of 2015, 
increases in Western Hemlock 
mortality due to drought stress were 
observed throughout the Northwest. 

Drought stress

Density dependent tree mortality 

Pathogen and insect tree mortality
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Conclusions
• Climate change will alter the timing and magnitude of water 

storage in the Basin’s glaciers, snowpack and streams.
• Climate change will increase stream temperatures, first at lower 

elevations and already marginal areas for cold-water fish.
• Climate change will increase disturbance of forest ecosystems, 

with implications for stream temperatures and flows. 
• Trends are clear and confidence is high enough to act. 
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